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LLOTTED limited space to review some sixty pictures, large and small, in several media, 
f \ o f  most varied subjects, one is tempted to lapse into superlatives! All there is space for is 

an auempt to give a general impression, to try to convey the pleasure they gave and to voice a few 
personal, amateur impressions.

The first impression is of variety. Variety of location: near home, St. Margaret’s and Dover, 
Tuscany, New Mexico, New York. Variety of inspiration. Only one or two of these pictures had 
been seen before -  by a few friends, just before they went to Philomena’s exhibition in the USA 
-  and there are many essays that we had not previously seen Philomena attempting. The large full- 
dress version of sky, sea and cornfields (No. 35) echoing the tiny “Cap GrisNez” (No. 20) of sky, 
sea and cornfields, in both of which, particularly on the large painting, the simplest structured 
composition of horizontal lines is made to work. “South Foreland
Lighthouse and Cliff Path” (No. 56) uses similar colours but a diametrically different diagonal 
composition. A beautiful room in beautiful colours (“In the Hartt-Cluett Mansion, New York” 
No. 51) is boldly bisected by a black stovepipe.

There are quite a lot of the small architectural subject which have been favourites with 
Philomena, (Nos. 12-19, 26-28, 30-34, 43-46). They are ‘realistic’ but that does not mean 
photographic; they are true but not “what this is like” but “what I see it as”. The little white 
houses in Deal, casting strong shadows are especially effective. Sometimes the buildings are under 
Turneresque thunderstorm clouds, sometimes they are faux naif (fausse naive?) recalling Le 
Douanier Rousseau or even Breughel. This quality, treated with humour, greets us at the entrance 
in the larger picture (No. 55) of Bench Street, Dover, as it might have been in Chaucer’s time.

The artist, like the mountain walker, situated at a “viewpoint”, sees many things, some near, 
some far and sometimes with extraordinary perspectives. This succeeds especially in the “Street 
in Colle di Val d’Elsa” (No. 37) -  which deservedly serves as the vignette in the exhibition poster. 
And dramatically, melodramatically, in the two tiny pictures of the Maison Dieu Clock. (Nos. 
13 and 33).

Subjects are greatly varied: Owl, Lily (Nos. 4 and 5), Aries - the Ram, Pisces - the Fish, Leo - 
the Lion (Nos, 6-8) - these treated heraldically, cat and toad (Nos, 10 and 11).

There are mosaic/tile effects based on Dover doorways (No. 25) or the geology of the Bryce 
Canyon, Utah (No. 24). Attractive colour panels on the wall from a distance, fascinating in detail 
seen close-to.



“A Road near Northbourne” arched over with trees (No. 29) leads not to Northbourne but 
to the Restaurant at the End of the Universe, recalling an earlier painting (not in the exhibition) 
of Dover Castle, which is no ordinary castle.

There are only a few examples of Philomena’s calligraphy: some illuminated quotations and 
some decorated boxes, with calligraphic lids.

It was evident that many visitors to the exhibition were viewing with the intention of 
purchasing a picture or two. Prospective buyers must have been spoilt for choice! If I had to take 
just one to a desert island it would be the “Spiral Stair in Dover Castle” (No. 43).
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W E were fortunate indeed to be able to see ceramics of such high calibre as those exhibited 
by Michael Bayley at the recent exhibition in Dover Museum where his work comple

mented paintings by Dover Society founder member, Philomena Kennedy.
Trained in London in the 50 ’s at Hornsey College of Art, Michael opened his workshop in 

Green Lane, Temple Ewell in 1973 and it is from there that he created the splendid collection of 
pieces seen in the recent exhibition. A Fellow of the Craftsman Potters Association of Great 
Britain and a member of the Society of Designer Craftsmen, his work has been exhibited in 
eading galleries both in Britain and abroad and is represented in the collections of a number of 
European Museums.

It is difficult to categorise Michael’s work for although it is pottery, it moves across then 
boundaries of sculpture, drawing, painting and decoration and there is not a conventional pot 
to be seen anywhere. All the shapes are made by hand, not on a wheel, and bowls come almost 
broken from the mould in varying irregularly shaped shallow plaques and free standing slab -like 
vessels. They are primarily sculptural forms which in turn provide surfaces for an exploration of 
texture, image and decoration.

Texture and colour play an important part in Michael’s work. He does not use glazes as he 
wants the work to posses the qualities of wood, stone or rock. To achieve this he mixes sand with 
the clay to give grit and edge when touched. His use of colour is deliberately restricted to warm 
ochres and browns with the occasional heightening of blue or white. Brighter colours, he feels, 
would detract from the subtle tonal relationships found in the clay.

The technique used to achieve the visual and tactile richness of the pieces is ‘agate’ and is an 
unusual and intriguing process. By pressing and laminating different toned clays, striking designs 
and effects are achieved as a result of alio wing the natural characteristics of the clay to be revealed 
rather than forcing it to conform to a preconceived design for the finished work. Bold stripes along 
side broken edges and softly merging clays produce images reminiscent of those found in nature.

Some of the most powerful pieces, such as ‘Monolith’ and ‘Blue and White Plaque’ suggest 
rock strata containing the remains of organic or fossil forms, almost trapped in layers of time,


